Out With the Old & In With the NEW!
Dear St. James Families,
Christmas is behind us and a new season will soon be upon us! It’s the time of
year where we are asking ourselves, “where did all of this STUFF come from and
where are we going to put it?” It coincides nicely with the shock of realizing our
children have grown two sizes over the winter, (no matter how much we want
them to stay small), and most of the clothes in their closet no longer fits them!
Here’s an idea that might help to alleviate the stress of both of these
realizations!
What about a Swap Shop right here at St. James!? We will start with a clothing
swap to “iron out the kinks” and work out the details to ensure everything runs
smoothly. Then perhaps in the future we will have a full-scale Swap Shop where
we will have the opportunity to SWAP clothing as well as household items!
The idea of the “Clothing Swap Shop” is to have families come in to pick up
clothing for their family at no cost! You can also sign up for a space to bring in
your families unwanted, (gently used), clothing. There will be a small fundraiser
fee for the table but there is NO cost to take home the clothing you need. You
may want to share a space and split the cost with another family who has
clothing they are hoping to donate (get rid of).
It will be a “Win, Win” for everyone! Get rid of the clothing your family is no
longer wearing or fitting into and pick up the sizes and styles that are just right!
One stop shopping for the whole family (and it’s FREE)!
Please fill out the sheet below to let us know what you are bringing and/OR what
you are in need of. PLEASE RETURN THE FORM BY FEBRUARY 19th!
Thank you in advance for your donations, contributions and time! If you have any
questions please contact the school. The SWAP SHOP will happen the night of
parent teacher interviews!
Sincerely,
Mrs. A. Wolynice


Out With the Old
 $10 donation sent in to reserve a
space for clothes I’m getting rid of.

We are donating... (please circle the
gender and specify the size.)

 Male
sizes
 Male
sizes
 Male
sizes
 Male
sizes

or Female Adult
___________________________
or Female Child
___________________________
or Female Teen
___________________________
or Female Infant
___________________________

In With the New
 Yes I will be coming to look for
clothing for my family. NO COST
We are in need of... (please circle
the gender and specify the size.)

 Male
sizes
 Male
sizes
 Male
sizes
 Male
sizes

or Female Adult
___________________________
or Female Child
___________________________
or Female Teen
___________________________
or Female Infant
___________________________

Family name: ___________________________
Clothing that is not taken home, following the “Clothing Swap Shop”, will be donated
(Salvation Army, C.P., & Diabetes Association). The money raised from the donation tables
and space will go to LAWS and the Multiple Sclerosis Society.

